Discover Vincent Price as it's meant to be heard, narrated by Linda Henning. Free trial available! Vincent Price and Basil Rathbone brilliantly interpret twenty of Edgar Allan Poe's most chilling stories and poems - an unforgettable intense listening experience! 4 out of 5 stars. Excellent performance, poor formatting.

The Book of Joe. About a Dog and His Man. By: Vincent Price. Narrated by: Victoria Price. Length: 4 hrs and 14 mins. Vincent Price Presents #29: The diabolical schemes of Dr Phibes escalate to fiendishly greater heights as the clock ticks towards a new millennium! Murders are one thing, museums quite another, but together they might just hold the clues to mysteries older than time to prevent the unfathomable conjuring of dark magic in this twilight age. Cast: Vincent Price (Host/ Narrator), Taylor Holmes (Ebeneezer Scrooge), Pat White (Bob Cratchit), Robert Clarke (Fred), Earl Lee (Ghost of Jacob Marley), Nelson Leigh (Ghost of Christmas Past), Joe Battista (Boy Scrooge), George James (Ghost of Christmas Present), Queenie Leonard (Mrs. Cratchit), Mike Miller (Peter. Comic Book Preview.